I. In the title above a pun is intended, for this paper is concerned with two aspects of the celebrated Weil representation-first with its character in the sense of character theory in group representations, then with its character in the more everyday sense of its nature. I think also that the character (in the technical sense) of the Weil representation says something about the character in the general sense.
In any case, both facts presented here seem to me rather striking.
We proceed to describe them.
Let F be a field of characteristic not 2, and let K (F) be the group of in + 2) x in + 2) matrices of the form Ux. Thus one obtains, in the usual way [2] , a projective representation of Sp2 on the space of Ux. In fact, this projective representation is often an actual representation (it always is if F is finite), and, in general, it is "almost" an actual representation (the "Mackey obstruction" is of order 2). These facts were first exposed and exploited by Weil [7] , and the projective representations thus found, and ones derived from them, are known collectively as "the Weil representation".
The Weil representation has proved most useful for the concrete realization of representations for various symplectic groups, or subgroups thereof, perhaps most notably for SL (also GL; see [3] , and [6] ).
On the other hand, the Weil representation seems not to have a context beyond itself, and has not been made to fit into a framework encompassing (for example) all semisimple groups. Thus we have the tantalizing prospect of generalizing it in some way, to remedy this gap. Such a generalization would probably have implications not only for group representations, but also for number theory, particularly the theory of ö-functions, which was Weil's original motivation.
One scheme for the generalization of the Weil representation might go as follows. Given a (say) semisimple algebraic group G over F, find a unipotent algebraic group N on which G acts by automorphisms, and find a representation U of N, fixed by the action of G on N, the space of irreducible representations of N, and look to see if the corresponding projective representation of G is interesting.
It is the burden of our first result that such an approach always essentially reduces to the situation of the usual Weil representation. (ii) // q is the cardinality of F, and g £ Sp2f¡, then XW^XW^ = IXi/z?)|2 = qT e , where r(g) = dim ker(g -l We will prove this in II. Now we discuss its significance. The main fact is (i). From it, (ii) follows, as we will explain. Parts (iii) and (iv) are complements. Sp. . Then we see that the above formula for general G reduces in our case to Thus S is either abelian or a Heisenberg Lie algebra.
In any case, let C(S) be the centralizer of S. Since %(L) CSC Zr-'(S), we have dim C(S) + dim(S) = dim L + 1. In particular, dim C(S) < dim L, and C(S) is G-invariant, so we may assume the proposition holds for C(S). Let L. , L P , L be the appropriate subalgebras of C(S).
If S is abelian, then S C%(C(S)). Thus S C R', the radical of i>([,]) on C(S).
On the other hand, it is clear by the construction of S that S O R = ¿(L); R being ing between S/%(L) and L/C(S), we see R C R . Hence dim R > dim R + dim S -1. But we have also 2 dim P = dim R + dim C(S). Hence 2 dim P > dim R + dim L. Since P is still subordinate to v, whether considered as a subalgebra of L or C(S), we must also have 2 dim P < dim R + dim L. Therefore, we see P polarizes v on L, and L. , L2 , P and L satisfy the conditions of the proposition for L as well as for C(S).
The other possibility is that S is Heisenberg. Then C(S) n S = Z(L). Let TCS be a maximal abelian subalgebra, so 2 dim
L satisfy the proposition for C(S), put L.=L., L2 = L2, P = P +T, and L = L + S. Then L., L. and L are certainly G-invariant, and since P and T commute, and T is abelian, P is certainly subordinate to v. We check (c) It also follows from the inductive step that if G is a p-group, then we can take N2 = P = zV Thus we only need show Xw^ 1S real. This follows easily from the fact that Xw^8> = Xw^8~ )' an£l g anQl g~ are conjugate. That g and g~ ate conjugate for g semisimple in a symplectic group over an algebraically closed field has a simple proof based on the general theory of semisimple algebraic groups, and using the fact that Sp2 has no outer automorphisms. This was pointed out to me by Professor A. Borel.
Here we shall follow a more elementary route, which also gives some information on the structure of tori in Sp. , and will also indicate how Since it follows from our general formula that if g acts irreducibly on F ", |xn/(g)| = 1, we see Xji/g) = + 1. Since the unique field of dimension 2« over F has a norm unit group (over the field of dimension n) of degree qn + 1, and the degree of W is q", it follows that all characters but one of the norm unit group must appear in W, and that one character must be real-valued, so there are only two choices for it. In particular, if g is a square in the norm unit group, then XiyQ?) = ~ 1> and the entire computation is reduced to determining the missing character.
Proof. Since G is abelian and irreducible, the subgroup of Hom(K) generated by G will be a field by Schur's lemma. This field will be k . G is naturally included in k . For any v £ V, the map t: x -> xiv) tot x £ k defines a G-equivariant isomorphism of k onto V.
Since the action of G splits over the Galois extension k., k must be separable over k, and the split action must be completely reducible. Consider the form y(x, y) = tr ik /k)icirix)y -r(y)x)) • Clearly y is antisymmetric, and a brief calculation shows it is invariant under multiplication by the norm units of k over k . In particular, it is invariant by G. Writing Áx)y -riy)x = r(xx(y)) -xriy), we see that, if c £ k', then drix)y -riy)x) £ ker (tr ik"/k')) C ker (tr ik"/k)).
However, if c £ ker tr(/e'//e ), then for fixed x ^ 0, y -» cirix)y -riy)x) maps k" onto k , so tr ik /k)ic)rix)y -riy)x)) is in this case nondegenerate, k' being separable over k, and k not having characteristic 2.
Thus y and ( , ) are two symplectic forms on k , invariant by G. Since G is irreducible, we must have ( , ) = yizx, y) fot some z £ k . Since ( , ) is antisymmetric, we need yizx, y) = yix, zy) also. We compute yizx, v) = ttik"/k)icirizx)y -riy)zx)) = tr ik"/k)icriz)irix)y -Áy)x)) + tt ik"/k)idriz) -z)riy)x).
Similarly yix, zy) = tr ik"/k)icriz)ÍTÍx)y -r(y)x)) -ttik"/k)iciriz) -z)rix)y).
Thus tt ik" / k)iciriz) -z)irix)y + riy)x)) = 0 tot (,) to be antisymmetric. Since rix)y + riy)x is arbitrary in k', and c(r(z) -z) £ k', we must have riz) -z = 0, or
